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GensAce IMARS III Pro GEA100WMPRO Charger
The Imars III  charger impresses not only with its functionality, but also with its extremely handy, small,  portable design. It  can charge
various types of batteries with a maximum current of 5 A and a voltage range of 100-240 V. It is also equipped with an LCD display and 4
easy-to-use buttons, making it convenient to operate. You will also find a practical balancer included, which provides increased safety in
the use of the product.
 
Impressive performance
The device stands out for its impressive performance. It boasts a maximum charging power of 100W. That's not all - it can also charge
your batteries at up to 26.4V. What's more, the charger offers a discharge current in the range of 0.1-1.5A.
 
Charge any battery
Imars III is extremely versatile. With its help, you can charge LiFe, LiHV and LiPo batteries up to 6 S or NiMH batteries in the 3-18 S range.
So you can use its remarkable capabilities in almost any situation.
 
Enjoy the wide range of possibilities
The charger will  surprise you with its versatility. It has as many as 3 practical functions that make using it easy, fun and useful. It not
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only charges batteries intelligently, but also allows you to check the most important information about them. It  also offers simple and
quick access to its system settings.
 
Hassle-free operation
An additional advantage of the charger is its easy operation. All you have to do is plug it into a power source - the Imars III logo will be
displayed,  and  after  about  2  seconds  the  device  will  be  ready  for  operation.  With  the  help  of  special  buttons  you  can,  among  other
things, switch between modes. You will see all the most important information on a convenient LCD screen.
 
Take it anywhere with you
The charger is extremely compact and handy. It weighs only 0.4g, and its dimensions are only 146x87x40mm. You can easily fit it in your
backpack or purse, or even put it in your pocket! Thus, it can accompany you almost anywhere - not only at home, but also at work or on
vacation.
 
Included
charger
power cable
balancer
adapter XT60-T
adapter XT60-EC3
adapter XT60-EC5
	Maximum charging voltage
	26,4 V
	Maximum charging power
	100 W
	Charging current
	0,1-10A
	Discharge current
	0,1-1,5 A
	Cell balancing
	2-6S
	USB output
	5 V/2.4 A
	Dimensions
	146x87x40 mm
	Weight
	0,4 g
	Display
	Backlit LCD 2x16
	Supported batteries
	LiPo/LiFe/LiHv (1-6S), NiMH charging (3-18S), NiMH discharging (1-10S)

Preço:

€ 52.00

Modelismo, Charging, Carregadores, 230V
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